Bruce Highway – Cooroy to Curra (Section C: Traveston to Woondum)

Key features

- About 10.5km of four lane divided highway on a new and improved alignment between Traveston and Woondum, with the capacity to be upgraded to six lanes in the future.
- Included a fast-tracked package of safety works that upgraded the existing Bruce Highway from Woondum, past the Gold Nugget Service Station, to Venardos Avenue. This work was completed in March 2016 – refer to separate early works layout for details.

Legend

- New Bruce Highway
- New bridges
- New local roads and connections
- Existing roads

Connections at Woondum to the new and existing Bruce Highways for access to and from Gympie

One lane each direction

Brisbane

New Traveston Creek bridge and bridges over Tandur Road and Kybong Creek. Tandur Road will be realigned slightly in this location

New south-bound off ramp to the east of interchange, and north-bound on ramp to the west to connect the new highway to the Traveston interchange

Old Traveston Road intersection upgraded to left in-left out. Old Traveston Road will be cul-de-sacked both sides of the new highway

Bridges over Cobbs Gully and Jackass Creek

Bridges over Woondum Road and a realignment of approximately 1km of Woondum Road

Bridge over new south-bound connection to old Bruce Highway

New connection from Traveston interchange to existing Bruce Highway which will act as a service road for local access
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